
WOOD PROCESSING MACHINERY-INTERMOB FAIRS IS BECOMING MORE 
ASSERTIVE WITH THEIR EXPANDING CONTENTS AND INNOVATIONS

29th Wood Processing Machines, Cutting Tools, Hand Tools Fair and 19th International 
Furniture Side Industry, Accessories, Forestry Products and Wood Technology Fair are coming
with innovations between the dates October 22-26 2016. In order to support their exhibitors 
to present their brands and products not only at the fair dates, but also whole year; those 
two pioneer fairs are getting ready to break ground at the sector with their renewed 
websites, improved social media accounts and the brand new special mattress 
manufacturing subsidiary equippment section; ProMatt.

Our Websites are becoming more comprehensive
In order to get contact with our visitors and exhibitors more efficiently, to get in touch with 
them perpetually and to give the maximum contribution for helping them to present their 
brands and products; our websites are being restored with respect to user friendlyness, 
attractiveness and efficiency. With the websites which are impowered with a faster interface 
and and better usage functions, your communication and cooperation will not be limited 
with the fair dates. You will be able to benefit from the advantages of the fair for the whole 
year. Here are our websites:
http://www.agacmakinesi.com/en/index.php
http://www.intermobistanbul.com/en/index.php

Our Social Media Accounts are one click away from you to benefit
Considering Social Media and digital marketing tools are becoming more crucial day by day, 
WPM and Intermob Fairs Project Teams are taking this issue very seriously and working hard 
in order to increase the efficiency of these aspects. If you follow our official Facebook and 
Linkedin accounts; you will be able to find out the trends and innovations of the industry, 
keep in touch with the whole sector, and informed with statistics, updated news and datas. 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/a%C4%9Fa%C3%A7-kesim-intermob?trk=biz-
companies-cym
https://www.facebook.com/agacislememakinesi.intermob

ProMatt Special Section, The Mattress Manufacturing Subsidiary Industry 
becomes together with Tuyap

   Promatt, Mattress and  Seating manufacturing side industry, equipments, raw materials ans
machinery special section will be open for first time in 2016. Mattress production machinery, 
mattress covering fabrics, fillers, springs and spring systems, yarn, fittings, frames, upholstery
fabrics, zip-button-nail and other accessories will be exhibit at ProMatt. 
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Our professionals have already begun the work diligently to provide you the maximum 
benefit from the fairs by combining the experience comes from strong and dignified past and
the will to carry our business to the future with enthusiasm. We hope to see you at WPM-
INTERMOB fairs between October 22-26, 2016 at Tuyap Fair Convention and Congress 
Center.


